The exciting new Tiguan
Skip boring
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Skip boring

Exciting new thinking
Outstanding outside, innovative inside. The new Tiguan shows
what it means to keep reinventing yourself.
Intelligent technology gives it exceptional abilities. As a dynamic
SUVW, with the latest tech and brand new look, it’s full of reasons
to get excited.
Skip boring with the exciting new Tiguan.
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Skip ordinary
It’s not often that an SUV comes along that changes the way people think about
cars. The latest Tiguan is that vehicle, a stunning addition to Volkswagen’s SUVW
portfolio that sets new benchmarks in terms of style, refinement and pure driver
appeal. From the powerful proportions to the dynamic front with its precise lines
to the pronounced shoulders, the expressive silhouette is a definite head turner.
At the front, Volkswagen’s newest SUVW's striking bonnet with the new wider
radiator grille envelops the new Volkswagen badge.
At the rear, the Tiguan lettering is now in a prominent central position. The new
front and rear bumpers, striking R18 'Frankfurt' Alloy wheels lend the new Tiguan
a significantly more confident and assured look.
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Skip
standing still
The Tiguan shines in full splendor thanks to the LED matrix headlights featuring the intelligent
and adaptive IQ.LIGHT.
The IQ.LIGHT matrix is a revolutionary vehicle lighting system made of 24 individual LEDs that
guide the driver through the night with enhanced convenience and comfort. It has a dynamic
and advanced front lighting system (AFS) with range control, cornering light, poor weather light
that provides specially configured light beams for country roads, highways and off-road driving.
The advanced front lighting system (AFS)adapts the lighting in front of the vehicle to various
driving situations by changing the geometry of the headlight beam.
At the rear, the attractive dark red LED combination taillights with integrated turn signal exude
sophistication.
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Skip
conventional
The generous interior of the new Tiguan is a space for forward-thinkers. With the intuitive
controls of the driver-oriented cockpit you can now concentrate completely on the essentials.
The premium spacious cabin with its Vienna leather seats, stylish decorative inserts along the
soft touch dashboard and door trim make every journey an experience. The LED interior lighting
in the front and rear and the ambient lighting create a cosy atmosphere and the electric
panoramic sunroof gives your passengers an unforgettable view.
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The new Tiguan's, electric driver seat adjustment, illuminated gear knob, illuminated scuff
plates and USB C-ports are nifty little additions that go a long way. The Volkswagen signature
flat bottom multifunction steering wheel ensures control is at your fingertips at all times. While
the intuitive cruise control enables a stress-free and comfortable highway cruising experience.
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01 Customizable 25.4 cm high-resolution TFT Digital Cockpit
02
When driving, do you want to just keep your eye on the road and engine speed
displays? Or do you want more driving data? Maybe you want the name of the
song you’re listening to? Or a selection of the above? The choice is literally in
your hands. Using the multifunction steering wheel, you can simply configure
the digital cockpit. Just the way you like it.
02 Ambient lighting
Bring the interior to glow gently in one of 30 selectable colors. Whether a
cooler or warmer color climate, in the illuminated metropolis or at night on the
dark country road, with the ambient lighting you can create a different,
suitable atmosphere depending on the occasion.
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03 20.32 cm touchscreen infotainment system
The intuitive touchscreen infotainment system effortlessly gives you access
to music, calls and stay connected with Android AutoTM and Apple CarplayTM.
It also allows you to access important information about your Tiguan
including its tyre pressure and other essential statistics at just a glance.
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Skip
complicated
Fitted with state-of-the-art technology, the new Tiguan
swaps complexity for convenience.
Gesture control
Small gestures go a long way in the new Tiguan.
Navigating the main menu, changing radio stations,
scrolling through playlists and accessing to music albums,
all of it possible at the flick of a wrist.
Easy open boot
The new Tiguan's easy open and close boot function lets
you open its spacious 615 L trunk hands-free. Just move
your foot below the rear, it recognises the car key in your
pocket and pops open the trunk.
Touch and slide AC
The new Tiguan gives you precision control over your air
conditioning with a sleek new touch panel. It’s only one
quick swipe to adjust the 3-zone smart climate control,
so you can find the perfect temperature without ever
taking your eyes off the road.
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Skip
compromise
Stepping behind the wheel of the new Tiguan is a powerful feeling. In more
ways than one.
German engineering at its finest, it's where power and efficiency work in
tandem. Run by a turbocharged 2.0L TSI engine, clocking an impressive
power of 190 PS and 320 Nm torque, a power-packed and efficient driving
experience is always there for the taking. Its 4MOTION technology with
drive mode selection seamlessly distributes power between the front and
rear wheels, whereas 7-Speed DSG gives you the best of manual and
automatic transmission for smoother and quicker gear shifts.

2.0 L TSI engine
Volkswagen’s revolutionary 2.0L TSI engine brings to the table 190 PS of
raw power and 320 Nm torque. Equal parts exciting and economical, it
sets itself apart from conventional petrol engines by delivering
spectacular power and torque with lower fuel consumption.
4MOTION with drive mode selector
Our advanced 4MOTION technology keeps the new Tiguan gripped firmly
to the road. As conditions change, it distributes power between the front
and rear wheels to help optimize traction and stability.
7-speed DSG
The Tiguan's 7-Speed DSG predicts your next gear shift before you
actually make it. This allows for smoother shifts and quicker gear changes
which translate to higher on-road performance and comfortable drives.
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Skip Disconnected.
With my Volkswagen Connect.
3-year free subscription
Introducing My Volkswagen Connect. Our distinct connectivity solution that gives
you unparalleled access to your Tiguan, through your smartphone. Stay updated with
its location at all times. Find what’s nearby, starting from parking to fuel stations.
Get real time reports and save your information on the cloud. Access it anytime you
like. Stay on top of the hustle with My Volkswagen Connect.

Get the best of safety, convenience and performance to make your time with Volkswagen that much more enjoyable.
Never get lost with it:
Get real time location of your car from wherever you
are. Find out where to park it. Then find out where
you parked it. And then find a way to walk to it.

Be possessive:
Get notified every time your car goes out of an area or at a
time that you haven’t permitted it to. In fact, get notified
even when it stays idle for longer than you want it to.

Never leave your car:

My Volkswagen

Connect

Get a detailed report of how efficiently your car
was driven, kilometres travelled, halt locations
and average travel speed, and get notified if
someone goes over the speed limit. Then get it
all logged in. From wherever you are.

Never be alarmed:
The anti-theft alarm system sends
notification straight to your phone
anytime someone tows it away.

Check up on your car:
Record Service history of your car, generate real-time
analysis of its health, and get easy access to Volkswagen
Roadside Assistance services in case of an emergency.

Fuel the journey:
Find out where the closest fuel stations are on
your way. Then keep a log of where it was filled,
how many times, and at what cost.

Know your car:
Get all your vehicle’s real-time information,
including the battery level, coolant temperature,
engine RPM, ignition status, vehicle speed.
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Skip uncertain
ELECTRONIC STABILITY
CONTROL

6 AIRBAGS

Safety has a new standard with Volkswagen Tiguan.

ANTI-LOCK
BRAKING SYSTEM

ELECTRONIC
DIFFERENTIAL LOCK

6 airbags adjust to crash impact and severity, to protect you and everyone inside.
Its dependable Electronic Stability Control dramatically improves stability and
reduces any loss of traction, while the responsive Electronic Differential Lock and
Anti-lock Braking System prevent any unexpected skids. Navigating elevated
terrains is easier than ever with its reliable Hill Descent Control. Front and rear
disc brakes make for secure and worry-free drives. Advanced reversing camera
with active guidelines and camera lens adjustment offering four different views
for a safe and convenient parking.
Rest assured, the new Tiguan's intelligent safety systems let you take on the road
with confidence.

FRONT & REAR
DISC BRAKES
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HILL DECENT
CONTROL
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Nightshade Blue

Colours

Technical Specifications
Model

New Tiguan

Engine

2.0 TSI

Variant

Elegance

Powertrain

Performance

Steering

Brakes
Pure White

Oryx White

Deep Black

Suspension

Tyre Size

Weight

Exterior Dimensions

Dolphin Gray

Reflex Silver

Kings Red

Fuel
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Engine Type

2L TSI (Turbocharged Stratified Injection)

Displacement (cc)

1984

Transmission

7-Speed DSG 4MOTION

Max. Power [PS (kW) @ rpm}

190 (140) @ 4200 - 6000

Max. Torque [Nm @ rpm]

320 @ 1500-4100

Type

Electromechanical speed-sensitive power steering

Turning Radius (m)

5.39

Front

Disc

Rear

Disc

Front

Independent suspension with coil spring

Rear

Independent suspension by four-link axle

Elegance

235/55 R18

Spare Wheel*

Steel space saver spare wheel

Kerb Weight (kg)

1703

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

2230

Length (mm)

4509

Width (mm)

1839

Height (mm)

1665

Wheelbase (mm)

2679

Front/Rear Track (mm)

1576/1566

Fuel Type

Petrol

Tank Capacity (litres)

60

Fuel Efficiency (km)*

12.65
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Features

Interior

Drivers Assistance

Safety and Security

Split folding rear seat backrest 40:20:40

Automatic headlamp activation

Front side airbags

Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors

Cruise control including speed limiter

Rigid safety cell with front and rear crumple zones

Exterior

LED Lighting on door trim

Multi-color Digital Cockpit Pro, 25.4 cm Hi-Res TFT dash display screen with customisable

Hill start assist and hill decent control

Body-colored bumpers with piano black inserts

Front Footwell lamps

menus and information

Driver alert system - fatigue detection

Silver Grey center part in front

12V outlet in center console, rear and luggage compartment

Electromechanical parking brake

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Chrome Trim on front grille

4 LED Reading lights (2 in front, 2 in rear)

Auto Hold

Reversing camera with active guidelines and 4 different views

Chrome elements in Rear bumper

Height adjustable luggage compartment floor

Paddle shifts

Park Distance Control - warning signals for obstacles in the front and rear

Front air intake with chrome strip

Luggage compartment lamp

Electromechanical speed sensitive power steering

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) with driver steering recommendation

Black grained lower door protectors with chrome insert

Mobile and Map pockets behind front seats

4MOTION - Intelligent four wheel drive system

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

Silver Anodised Functional Roof rails

Driver profile selection - Choice of three settings: Eco, Normal, Sport and Individual driving

ASR - Anti-Slip Regulation

IQ.Light – LED matrix headlights with LED Daytime Running Lights

modes

EDL - Electronic differential lock system

Dark Red LED rear combination lamps with New light signatures

Comfort and Convenience

Drive mode selector - On road, Off-road, Off-road Individual and Snow

EDTC - Engine Drag Torque Control

LED license plate lighting on boot

Air Care Climatronic 3 zone automatic climate control and controls in the rear (Also

Start-stop system with regenerative braking

Front and Rear disc brakes - Front ventilated

ORVM with Turn Indicators

control from infotainment)

Lane Change Indicator

Front underbody guard incl. stone guard

R18 Frankfurt Alloy wheels

8-way electrically adjustable Drivers seat with power adjustable lumbar support

ISOFIX anchorage points (mounting fixture for 2 child seats on rear bench seat)

Chrome moldings on the side windows

Seat and ORVM Memory function for Driver's seat

3-Point seatbelts for all seats

Front passenger seat with manual height adjustment and lumbar support

Infotainment

Height adjustable front seat belts with pre-tensioner

Heated front seats

20.32 cm touch-screen with Gesture control

Safety optimised front head restraints with height and longitudinal adjustment

Heat and sound-insulating safety glass windshield

Bluetooth telephone and audio connection for compatible devices

3 head restraints at the rear

Green heat-insulating glass windows on sides and in rear

Simultaneous pairing of 2 compatible mobile devices

Aspherical Convex ORVM on driver's side

Interior

Auto-dimming interior rear view mirror

Car information display

Rain sensor

Tilting and sliding Panoramic sunroof

Height and reach adjustable steering wheel

2 USB-C ports in the front, 1 USB-C charging socket on the center console in the rear

Rear wash/wipe with intermittent wipe

“Cross” Decorative inserts in dashboard and door panels

Electrically operated tailgate with adjustable opening angle

8 speakers

Rear fog lamp

Soft Touch Dashboard with storage compartment

Easy Open and Close tailgate with delayed closing fuction

Wired App-Connect with Android Auto , Apple CarPlay

Windshield washer level warning

Chrome elements on the mirror switch and power window switches

KESSY - keyless entry and push button start stop

30 shades of ambient lighting

Seat belt reminder / Warning signal and warning light for front seat belts not fastened

Door pulls and interior door handle in matt chrome

Exterior mirrors- heated, electrically adjustable and foldable with memory

Sharkfin antenna

Illuminated front scuff plates in aluminum finish

Front Left ORVM lowering function

"Vienna" leather seat upholstery

Coming home and leaving home function

Leather-wrapped 3 spoke multi-function steering wheel, heated, with shift paddles

Remote (manual) unlocking/folding for rear seat backrest

TM

TM

Safety and Security

Leather wrapped illuminated gear shift knob

IQ.Light – LED matrix headlights

Front center armrest height and longitudinally adjustable, with storage compartment

Dynamic headlight range control

Rear Ac vents with temperature settings

Advanced Frontlighting System AFS

Rear center armrest with cup holders x2

Dynamic cornering light

Storage compartment in driver's and front passenger's door (for 1.5L bottle)

Poor weather light

Storage compartment in rear doors

Driver and front passenger airbag with front passenger airbag deactivation

Rear seat longitudinally movable and folding with load through hatch

Curtain airbags system for front and rear passengers
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Accessory packs
Complement your Tiguan with skip boring accessories. Choose from Volkswagen’s wide range of
accessories that have been custom combined for every style.

Must have pack
(Part No. 5NA-061-MST-PKG)
Get your basics covered with these must have accessories to skip
the ordinary.

• USB CHARGER and C TYPE CABLE | Part No. 000051446CT
• Basic Carrier (BRACKET) | Part No. 000061122
• Coat Hanger (Travel and Comfort) | Part No. 000061127B
• All weather floor mats (Rear) | Part No. 5NA061512 82V
• Mud Flap (Rear) | Part No. 5NA075101
• Mud Flap (Front) | Part No. 5NA075111
• Tiguan PA Car Cover | Part No. 5NC061205PACOV
• All weather floor mats (Front) | Part No. 5NC061502 82V
• Magnetic Sunblinds | Part No. 5NL064365PASUN
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01

Boot tray for vehicles with base luggage compartment floor | Part Number: 5NA-061-161-E

09

Bracket for Tablet PC for (Travel and Comfort System) | Part Number: 000-061-125-N

02

Supporting rods Silver, T-groove profile | Part Number: 5QF-071-151

10

Snake Hook for the headrest | Part Number: 000-061-126-A -041

03

Roof box | Part Number: 000-071-200

11

Bag hooks (Travel and Comfort system) | Part Number: 000-061-126-B

04

Bicycle Holder | Part Number: 000-071-128-F

12

Clothes hanger (Travel and Comfort system) Clothes hanger I Part Number: 000-061-127-B

05

Basic Carrier | Part Number: 000-061-122

13

Thermo Box | Part Number: 000-065-400-F

06

Folding table (travel and comfort system) Folding table | Part Number: 000-061-124

14

Clothes hanger chrome | Part Number: 00V-061-127

07

Tablet holder for iPad | Part Number: 000-061-125-E

15

Luggage net | Part Number: 5N0-065-111

08

Bracket for Action Camera 360 Degrees, rotating | Part Number: 000-061-125-J

16

Cushion Pillow Set of 2 | Part Number: 7E0-084-508-CPC

17

Tissue Box | Part Number: 000-061-108- -BOX
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09

02

11

05

10

04

14

15

06
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08

07
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All-weather floor mats | Part Number: 5NC-061-502-82V

11

Tiguan PA Car Cover | Part Number: 5NC-061-205-PA-COV

02

All-weather floor mats rear, Titanium Black | Part Number: 5NA-061-512-82V

12

Footboard for the side skirt Aluminium, Silver, anodised | Part Number: 5NA-071-691

03

Tiguan Magnetic Sunblind (Set of 4) | Part Number: 5NL-064-365-PA-SUN

13

Mud flap rear I Part Number: 5NA-075-101

04

Textile floor mats | Part Number: 5NC-061-270-WGK

14

Mud flap front | Part Number: 5NA-075-111

05

Sporty Pedal caps, For DSG | Part Number: 5G2-064-205

15

Roof edge spoiler Deep Black Pearl Effect | Part Number: 5NA-071-644-C9X

06

Connecting wires USB-C to Micro-USB, Premium, 30cm | Part Number: 000-051-446-AB

16

Door draught deflector front, Smoke Grey | Part Number: 5NA-072-193-HU3

07

Connecting wires USB-C to Apple Lightning, Premium, 30cm | Part Number: 000-051-446-AC
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Hub cap | Part Number: 000-071-213-D

08

Connecting wires USB-C to USB-C, Premium, 30 cm | Part Number: 000-051-446-AD

09

Windscreen wash fluid | Part Number: 000-096-311-H

10

Mini Car Care kit- 250 ml | Part Number: 6RW-096-354-C
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07

08

11
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09
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04

17

15
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14

01

02

08

01

Key tag Black, leather/metal, Volkswagen Collection |
Part Number: 000-087-010-BE-ZMD

02

Keytag | Part Number: 000-087-010-BN

03

Cap | Part Number: 000-084-300-AT-084

04

Keytag | Part Number: 000-087-010-BM-YPN

05

Keytag | Part Number: 000-087-010-BQ

06

Keytag | Part Number: 000-087-011-K

07

Umbrella Black | Part Number: 000-087-602-P

08

Welcome box “Standard”, with ballpoint pen and key tag |
Part Number: 000-087-700-AK

09

Ballpoint pen | Part Number: 000-087-703-ME-041

10

Ballpoint pen | Part Number: 000-087-703-MH-084

03

04

05

15

11

Sunglasses | Part Number: 1KV-087-901-A -6J1

12

Model Car | Part Number: 211-099-300-N -M6Z

13

Cap | Part Number: 5NG-084-300-B

14

Cushion Heritage I Part Number: 7E0-084-508

15

Loading sill protection Stainless steel look |
Part Number: 5NA-061-195-A

16

Scuff Plates | Part Number: 5NA-071-303

17

Protective strip for the tailgate Chrome look
(Trunk garnish) | Part Number: 5NA-071-360

18

Kids View Mirror | Part Number: 000-072-549-A

19

Car safety Hammer | Part Number: 6JR-093-101
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Experience a whole lot more
with Volkswagen Service

You call it going beyond.
We call it service
At Volkswagen, our top priority is to ensure we provide a peaceful ownership experience with a strong value
proposition for all our services and products. We are glad to bring you more transparency, greater accessibility,
and convenience at delightfully affordable prices. With initiatives like One Price Assurance, Service Cam,
Service Cost Calculator, Online Service booking, Service Value Packages, Extended Warranty and more.
We offer you an ownership experience like no other.

Volkswagen 4EVER Care is standard with every Volkswagen
Every Volkswagen car promises a hassle-free ownership experience, from the day you buy it. Enjoy:
• 4 year/ 100,000 km warranty – extendable up to 7 years and 150,000 km
• 4 Years Road Side Assistance – extendable up to 10 years
• 3 Free Services* – 1 000 km, 7 500 km and 15 000 km service

*Only labour free
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Enjoy peace of mind for years
with Volkswagen's wide range of services
Extended Warranty
Enjoy smooth sailing for years to come with Volkswagen’s extended warranty. Ensure protection against labour and spare part cost inflation,
100% genuine parts guaranteed. Pan India Serviceability at any VW workshop by certified technicians.
Now avail extended warranty services for up to 6 years with the 4+1 year (covering the 5th year) and 4+2 years (covering 5th and 6th years).
Purchase an add-on warranty at the end of +2 year extended warranty coverage and get the full 7-year range.

Service Value Package
Great foresight leads to great value and great times ahead. With Volkswagen Service Value Packages, ensure protection against labour and
spare part cost inflation, 100% genuine parts guaranteed. Get your Volkswagen serviced by Volkswagen certified Technicians. We have a wide
range of portfolio which covers periodic maintenance as well as running repair parts.

Body and Paint Value Packages
With Volkswagen authorised body and paint services, keep your Volkswagen looking stylish for many years to come. with our Body and Paint services,
you get benefits including Volkswagen trained service executives, genuine parts and infallible repair procedures.

Roadside Assistance
No matter where you are, Volkswagen cars come with 24 X 7 assistance across India.
Stay worry free with Volkswagen roadside assistance, extendable for up to 10 years.
Call any of the following numbers for Volkswagen roadside support: 1800 102 1155 / 1800 419 1155
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Volkswagen service
network

Dealer
network

Wide Service network with touchpoints across India
Get assured services with trained technicians and standard equipment that will cater to all your Volkswagen needs.
Volkswagen service comes to you with Volkswagen Assistance and Mobile Service Unit. Get convenience on the go with
the Volkswagen range of services.
Volkswagen
Assistance

Volkswagen Assistance
Expert care, at your doorstep

Volkswagen
Assistance

With Volkswagen assistance, caring for your car is now effortless. Enjoy more time to yourself while we care for your car
Volkswagen
Assistance

Volkswagen
Assistance

Mobile Service Units
Workshop service, wherever you are
Volkswagen’s Mobile Service Unit is there for you anytime, anywhere. Avail a wide range of services like periodic maintenance,
minor repair jobs, dry wash, value-added services and much more with our fully equipped Mobile Service Unit.

Volkswagen
Assistance

Volkswagen
Assistance

Volkswagen One Price Assurance
Know the exact cost of your next service via the Service Cost Calculator. With Service Cam know the exact cost of any additional services

116 Volkswagen Dealerships

before they begin. You will know the exact cost of your services before you pay for them. No surprises here. You call this carefree.
We call it service.

65 active Volkswagen Assistance
vehicles network

Volkswagen
Assistance

Disclamer: Map drawn not to scale.
For representation purpose only.
Updated till November, 2021.

Volkswagen
Assistance

Volkswagen
Assistance

Mobile Service Unit network

Volkswagen
Assistance
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Terms and conditions apply. Images are for representation purpose.
Actual Features, accessories and specification may vary depending on
variant and/or Country. Based on publicly available information. Features
and accessories shown may not be a part of standard equipment and are
subject to change without prior notice. Actual colour may vary. The offers
with regard to scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions
and weights, services in addition to illustrations and all information
regarding fittings and technical data, are based on the characteristics and
correspond to the knowledge available at the time of printing. The dark
shade on the glass is due to the lighting effect. Volkswagen reserves the
right to alter the details of specifications and equipment without any
notice. For further details, please visit our authorised dealership. Obey
traffic rules, always wear seat belt.

